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 Novation Launch X3U Midi Controller Flexible, spacious and ready for a wide variety of applications, the Launch is a full-
featured MIDI controller with ample connectivity options. And it’s extremely easy to use. Get the Launch for a low introductory

price until February 1, 2014! Use the code “FlipOut” for a $100 discount. SonarLive - Free Sample Library SonarLive is a
collection of over 15,000 free samples, presets and patches. Built with Pro Tools, SonarLive is an all-in-one, easy-to-use

instrument and sound library for creating and recording music. The library includes a comprehensive selection of instruments
and sound effects from the musical styles of all major genres, including electronic, hip-hop, rock, pop and more. Download free
samples and presets right away or get a 14-day free trial. The original Launch bundle offered the Fender POG and a free guitar

pedal. Now we’re giving it a makeover with a much better, all-purpose appearance, making it easy to carry on gigs and in
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rehearsals. That’s just one of many enhancements in the newly redesigned Launch. We’ve also replaced the Fender POG with a
better-sounding Vox AC30PC, included a Footswitch Plus, and fixed a few other little bugs. Welcome to the latest edition of

our free Midi Palette. This monthly resource is designed to offer short, smart tutorials for those who need quick help with their
MIDI. So we’re breaking the tutorial down into small, easily digestible bits. Each tutorial will give you a solid understanding of
one aspect of MIDI and will walk you through it in a step-by-step manner. We hope you find these tutorials helpful. Are you

looking for some inspiration for a song or complete song? Start at the beginning! Get started creating with our collection of song
starters. This month’s offering is 5 Star lyric writers. Even if you’re just starting out, you can get a head start on your songwriting

by grabbing the lyrics to the first line, to the chorus, and to the last line of the song. It’s time to get inspired! Grab this special
bundle, just in time for the holidays! Smartphones are very convenient, but the best one you own may not always be the best

instrument for you. Sometimes, you 82157476af
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